Active Aging Week Pickleball Tournament

RULES OF PLAY

It is the responsibility of all players to know the rules and regulations. The following tournament rules and highlights of USAPA rules will govern this event.

1. USA Pickleball Association (USAPA) rules will govern play.

2. Sportsmanship shall prevail at all times.

3. Players will call their own lines and keep score of their games.

4. Prior to serving the score must be called out loud for all player to hear and then pause a moment before serving to give the opponent an opportunity to question or correct the score.

5. Above the courts: If the ball contacts the basketball goals it is considered a dead ball and the point will be played over.

6. Any errant ball entering another court will stop play and the point will be replayed.

7. Participants and spectators need to pay attention to and be respectful of games being played on each court. Please do not cross behind a court during play.

8. Protests regarding judgment calls will not be considered by the Tournament Director.

9. In the event a team needs help in making a decision based on rules, the team may consult the Tournament Director.

Our Goals are to Have Fun & Good Competition